
Hal Verb 	 3/20/93 
1),O,Box 421815 
San Francisco, CA 94141-1815 

Dear Hal, 

I look forward to read the enclosures with your letter of 3/16 because they are al-

ways ' teresting (thanks for them) but because I am so bogged down with work on the book 
1:1d toehr things I do not know ha4 soon that will be. So before returning to work today 

I'll answer so of what I can off the top of. the head. 

Thompson was partly in error about the speed of the Zapruder camera. 1̀ Ly* mistake was 

not of my creation, as so magy.of his are. That was stated in the FBI's report and if 
Thompson intended honest criticism he would have said this because I reproduced the 

pertinent parts of that FBI report at that part of Whitewash II. Before going falbut 

with this, if you anticipate and kind of disagreement or beaddx debate with him, I sug-

gest you check the notes in his S9XSeconds. BY recollection is that he drew on WWII 

heavily and disguised it. His di 'se was the note more or less like this: According to 

a document recently disclose by the National Archives.... This is how he hid his cribbing 

that he was not honest enough to cite, 

On the csmera itself, and remember this was mid-1966, I could not locate one anywhere. 

Finally my camera shop got me one, several years later. The slow motion is 4 he says, 48 

fps. The control is one that slips up and down. While I not and for years have had no 

interest in proving it, it would have been simple for 	 c finger to slip from excitement. 

Moreover, as I think my third book makes cle,r, it was not the Thompson who took a Mimed 

slight slap at the mythology and then coasted who forded the Zapruder camera into the 

Archives- I did that. 

What 91heyfelt testified to is how fast the unloaded camera ran at normal setting. 

He did not testify to checking guy part of the film to see if the speed of exposure had 

changed at any point. I cannot say that it did, but it was possible. 

I find it interesting that one who is himself a literary tniii has to devote time, to 

criticizing the victim of his thievery. I am confident that if you check the notes I 

refer to you will find that they all come from what I had published before his book was 

out. 

His saying that there is no evidence of any hit before Z210 is like his saying in his 

SatEvePost article on his book what the book does not say, that there were three simul- 
, 4-14,44,4046v4 

taneouyonspiracies in Bealey Plazbaimultatmousljr. But because he was familiar with 

WWII, if I recall correctly, familiar enough to steal from it7  he should paveknown one 
of theiDroofs, othVthan HSCA's, that the first shot was before Z241'1. He should have 
been able to perceive that „he *e I did, in the reprinting, of.t.he_trlide . ;then confirmed 
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it with the projected slides at the Archives. Willi s,As an be see 	e camera down 
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fro:a his eye and walking into the fAreet at Z29 	in the unprojected film between the 

sprocket hibles only. This should prepare you if he brings any of this up, as you suspect. 



'story in the event it is not published and that I've done, 

about 300,000 words. Big! 

With regard to the book, which I'd prefer you not mention to anyone so I can be spared 

much correspondence and many telephone callo,.It is not done, I have no publisher or agent, 

and it is not "on the JANA affair." I'm Using the clear side of some corrected pages. I have 

so much paper clear on one side I wrote the entire mamouth Waft on it and have enough for 

several othe- large books. Fo years, onvirnmentalist that I am, I've been using this kind 

of 	for drafts. how I'm uarn; it for 4e, saving a few hops of oil and if not trees, 

branches. AM 	or smoke. 

It uses the X.1141 atrocities as a skeltbton or framework for an inclisive overview of 

what it lied abbut and what is closely enough related to that. You should remember that 

rather than theorizing solutions my work has shown that in that time of crisis and sinceAf 

then all the institutions failed us. This book does that overwhelmingly, addressing the 

investigation, investigators, the rest of the government, the courts and.  the media. I use 

JANA for the media in the course of refuting just about all it said. Pe se and symbolically. 

The per se id devastating. 

As I probably told you, Wrone is retyping the rough draft on his camputer, these 

sheets samples. His decription of the book is that it is histoiically unprecedented. Be 

said that when I said. it is a tough book and the toughness alone can cause probelms. What 

he was sayim: is that tough is an inadequate understate.ent. by locql istory prof friend 

described it in a letter as a bohk that vsznizezzihszost 	'will "revolutionize" think- 

ing ahout the JFK assassination. And that after rea 	abut a third of the draft. I be- 

gan it intending a record if 

more than a boil& requires. 

If a Joe Sullivan worked in Dallas at the time of the ssassintion, he was detailed 
nee 

theafter tho assassination or from another office or both. The SAs are not sworn to 

secrecy. -42.1 Dallas they talk and for years have talked to the critics and one is in touch 

with me by phone and mail.(He got a picture of me taken by Fred Newcomb from Fred's son.) 

I th nk that just about everyone who challenges cundberg, if he is silly enough to be 

them, will, like Liftm., do it in terms of his personal mythologies...I know about but 

never met brown. -I-  intorduced him to the man who published his book after)3Ngwn phoned me. 

I've not read the book and won't. 

If you have any info or hear anything about what harry livinsgtone has been up to and 

may do and say there I'll be interested in all the detail possible. Be has been behaving 

very badly, making trouble and issuing thieats, including vs me. Mary ;:rrell in particular. 

He is not rational, think6 he owns the subject, that all should respect his coming solution, 

promised for three webks at the ASK convention, and that all who disagree with him are con-

piring again him and against his imagined solution that is like Farewell America's. He is 

u4orking on HT 3, due, he told someone, in October. 

Youpdght ask rink what study he's made of th.: 250,000+ pages released through the 

(
efforts of others without his help so he can speak with such un.uestionable aut rity. Best. 



Hal Verb 
PO Box 421815 

SF, Ca 94142-1815 

3/16/93 
Dear Hal: 

I'm enclosing a number of items which I've collected 
in the past few weeks and passing them on. There are a few that 
I'll comment on and then I have a few questions of my own. 

The articles on "Little Hitlers" and Jessica Mitford 
I know you'll find of interest. The articles on J. Edgar Hoover 
should also be of interest. You'll note that the "Globe" article 
shows a photo of a woman with Tolson and the woman's face re- 
sembles Hoover. To me it looks like a paste-up job. Incidentally, 
the background appears to be the boardwalk of Atlantic City. If 
so, Tolson could have been there attending some convention. 
Note the pin he's wearing (Tolson, that is). The photo to the 
right of it purports to be that of Tolson & Hoover "holding 
hands" but it is obvioutiy Sherman Billingsley, the owner of 
the Stork Club)and not Tolson. And they aren't even"holding 
hands as the caption states. Another plus for photo journalism 
for the "Globe"!! Is it any wonder that they would publish 
photos thyt Groden would supply them of the autopsy proving 
whatever new claim Groden makes? 

You'll note the enclosed copies of the Chicago Con- 
ference April 1 to April 4 and the speakers list. As you can 
see I'm scheduled to give a talk on the photo evidence and 
I'll be referring to your work in "Photographic Whitewash". 
I won't spend any time (perhaps none at all) on the Zapruder 
film but there is one question I'd like to ask you since it 
may come up at the Conference. I'll be targeting Josiah Thomp- 
son's claim in his book, "Six Seconds" that thyre was mom= 
no evidence of a hit on JFK before Z-210 and also Thompson's 
assertion that Willis #5 was taken between Z-210 and Z-225. 
These I can show are invalid but there is another claim by 
Thompson in his book on page 16 that might come up. There 
Thompson claims that you were in error when you stated that 
Zapruder's camera was set (or could be set) to 24 frames per second. Thompson lists a number of objections buy the main 
argument he gives is that a Bell & Howell p.r. man said that 
Zapruder's camera had four settings:(1)"Single Frame°, (2) 
"Stop", (3)"Run" -set at the factory at 18 frames per second- 
MEW and (4) "Slow Motion" - 48 frames per second. Thompson 
then adds that this p.r. man"checked" the speed of the camera 
and found it ran "within .1 second of the FBI-determined 18.3 
frames per second." Thompson then asks the reader to look atU4PUW6APAOkor 
volume 5 page 160 where Shaneyfelt testified how the speed 
frit of the Zapruder camera was clocked at 18.3 frames per second. 

Is there anything to what Thompson claims? The 
reason I ask is that Thompson will be one of the speakers 
at the Chicago Conference and he might bring goo this up. 

,-,312.2161111 



Best, 

You'll note the enclosed "Back Channels" articles and,, 
in particular, an article by a former FBI agea- Walter Brown 
writing on Dallas policeman McDonald's arrest of Oswald. 
Brown may be the FBI agent talt you mentioned to me in a 
letter you wrote me last year (you didn't give his name) 
and you said he was writing a book on the Oswald case. 
His book, of course, is out - I don't have it but I glanced 
through it last year when I was in Dallas. You might also 
be interested in knowing that Brown is 411105.swheiluled to 
speak in Chicago. 

Speaking of former FBI agents I thought you'd be in-
terested in something my brother, Roy, recently wrote in a 
letter to me. I'll quote from it:"You might be interested in 
the fact that Joan has a girl *Op friend whose parents were 
friends lea with an ex-FBI agent who worked in Dallas at the 
time of the assassination. His name is Joe Sullivan and he 
lives somewhere in New York City. I 	don't know if in 
your research you came across(101, his name but this friend 
says she has inquired about the Warren 1121k11111/1011m Report 
on the assassination and told me that he is sworn to secrecy 
and is silent on the whole subject. I'm sure he is being 
well compensated to keep quiet and probably wants to keep 
his pension. You know the ways of Uncle Sam - you keep 
quiet or you're swept out of existence..." 

I have no record of a Joe Sullivan in my files. Have 
you ever heard of him or know what he was doing when he was 
in Dallas? 

Please note the enclosed critique of the NAS Ramsey 
panel on acoustics. It is by W. Anthony Marsh who I've been 
in touch with and I think he has raised some very serious 
questions that can't be easily dismissed. Icella■ think you'll 
find his analysis very useful. 

One last request! I'd like to send you money in mdlOW 
advance for your book on the JAMA affair. I'd like to get 
two copies. Any idea when it will be out? I'm really looking 
forward to it. 

Lundberg will be at the Chicago event. Lifton and others 
will be challenging him and his associates. I'll tell you all 
about it when I write you next. 

Incidentally, Chicago turned down Tom Wilson as a 
speaker when he wouldn't submit reports documenting his re- 
search. And iegie this after having listed him as a speaker 
in their early brochures!! (I thought to myself how many 
other speakers could have been turned down if they had 
offeradocumentation for their theories). 

Well, must close now to get this in the mail. 

Hal Verb 


